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I made a fierce selection of arguments 
 
 
 

My sincere apologies  
for all the missing items 

 not covered here 
 
 
Many topics discussed in the parallel sessions Cosimc Rays, 
Indirect Dark Matter Detection, Gamma Rays, at this TeVPA 



Where do these particles come from?  
(if sources located in the galactic disk) 

Energetic electrons are quite local due to radiative cooling  
Stable hadrons arrive at Earth from farther places, depending on 

spallations on the interstellar medium (ISM: H, He) 
 

Different species explore different galactic environments  

Electrons Protons (~antiprotons)          Nuclei 



From the interstellar space to the Earth: 
 Obstacle 1:   THE SOLAR WIND 	

Distorts charged particle spectra 
Up to few GeV IS energy. 
Below ~ 10 MeV, solar particles dominate  

h"p://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov	
R.Pyle,	Bartol	

The solar wind intensity is  
modulated on a 11-year cycle. 
Data statistics is favored during 
Solar minima 



From the interstellar space to the Earth 
Obstacle 2: THE GEOMAGNETIC CUTOFF	

VERTICAL CUTOFF RIGIDITIES FOR EPOCH 2000 

the South Atlantic ocean.  Figure 3 illustrates the 

vertical cutoff rigidity changes (in GV) from 1950 

to 2000.  The cutoffs in the South Atlantic region 

continue to decrease at a rate of the order of 0.5% 

per year over a wide area.  The largest decrease, 

2.2 GV over the last 50 years is in the South At-

lantic Ocean area around 25° S, 330° E.  How-

ever, there are some areas where the vertical cut-

off rigidities are increasing. The maximum in-

crease over the last 50 years is in the North Atlan-

tic Ocean area, an increase of 3 GV at 30° N, 

315° E. 

Conclusions 

The vertical cutoff rigidities for Epoch 2000.0 

continues to show significant and systematic 

changes from the previous epochs.  With modern 

high speed computers it is now possible to re-

calculate specific cutoff rigidities utilizing the 

updated International Geomagnetic Reference 

Field (IGRF) models for a specific epoch.   
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Figure 1: Iso-rigidity contours for vertical geomagnetic cutoff rigidities for epoch 2000. 
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Herbst		et	al	2013	

Particles with rigidities below  
 
    Rc ~ 15 cos4λ GV 
 
are shielded by the Earth 
magnetic field  

Obstacle 3: THE ATMOSPHERE 	
It contaminates the IS flux, and is a destructive target 

Experiments for E < O(10) GeV better run during solar minima, 
polar orbit/poles, out of the atmosphere   
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cated at a predictable position along the axis. In con-
trast hadronic showers are generally much wider (due to
secondaries from inelastic nuclear interactions spreading
out with non-negligible transverse momentum) and fea-
ture larger fluctuations in both the longitudinal and the
transverse development.

IX. INSTRUMENT RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

In broad terms the instrument response functions
(IRF) are specific parameterizations of the instrument
performance allowing to convert the count spectra regis-
tered by the detector into physically meaningful quanti-
ties such as fluxes and spectral indices. In this section we
shall try and provide a thorough discussion of the sub-
ject, with emphasis on how the response functions tie to
the detector design and the basic interaction processes of
particles and radiation with the latter. The treatment
will be somewhat simplified and aimed at basic sensitiv-
ity studies, and the reader is referred, e.g., to [79] and
references therein for a more systematic description of
how IRFs are actually used in typical gamma-ray spec-
tral analyses.

A. The role of the event selection

In the context of pretty much any scientific analysis
one has to deal with the problem of separating the sig-

nal (e.g., the particular CR species under study) from
the background (e.g., all the other species, possibly much
more abundant, that might mimic, in a way or another,
the signal we are interested in). We shall refer to the en-
tire process of isolating the signal from the background
as the event selection. While at a fist glance the reader
might find awkward to start the discussion about the
instrument response functions by bringing up this seem-
ingly unrelated issue, we do so to stress since the begin-
ning that in general the instrument response functions

are not intrinsic characteristics of the detector: they al-

ways subtend a specific event selection and a detector may

very well have di↵erent response functions in the context

of di↵erent analyses. Be wary when you read o↵ a sci-
entific paper or a conference presentation the value of
the acceptance for a given instrument quoted as a single
plain scalar. Appropriate as it might be for the particular
context, keep in mind that there might be hidden energy
dependencies and do not forget to double check whether
it includes the e↵ect of the selection cuts or not—the
di↵erence might be factors to orders of magnitude!

1. A di↵erent look at cosmic-ray spectra

A comprehensive discussion of the complex (and, to
many respects, subtle) issues of event selection and back-
ground rejection is outside the scope of this paper. We

shall, however, try and put on the table some basic ideas,
starting from a somewhat di↵erent look on the cosmic-ray
spectra—focusing on the ratio between specific di↵eren-
tial fluxes, as shown in figure 50.
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FIG. 50: Ratio of the di↵erential fluxes, as a function of the
energy, for some specific pairs of cosmic-ray species.

If one is interested in measuring, say, the all-electron
(e+ + e

�) spectrum by means of a calorimetric exper-
iment, the main challenge from the standpoint of the
background rejection, is the much larger (102–104) pro-
ton flux. The all-electron spectrum being significantly
steeper (�

e

⇠ 3.1) than the proton spectrum (�
p

⇠ 2.75),
the electron-to-proton ratio decreases with energy—and,
due to the cuto↵ measured by H.E.S.S. [12], steepens sig-
nificantly past ⇠ 1 TeV. This implies that the detector
must feature a proton rejection power (see section IXA2
for more details) of at least 105 in order to have a rela-
tively small background that can be safely subtracted in
the data analysis phase. Di↵erent how the event topolo-
gies for electrons and protons are, this is really saying
that we are only allowed to mis-tag one proton in 100,000
(while keeping a reasonable electron e�ciency), which is
obviously a non trivial task.
Life is even harder for gamma rays, as they are sub-

stantially less abundant than any of the four singly-
charged CR species. Figure 50 shows that for any ce-
lestial gamma ray there are 104–105 protons of the same
energy. Photons pointing back to their sources, this does
not necessarily implies that any gamma-ray analysis is
intrinsically more di�cult than, say, the measurement

2 28. Cosmic rays

The intensity of primary nucleons in the energy range from several GeV to somewhat
beyond 100 TeV is given approximately by

IN (E) ≈ 1.8 × 104 (E/1 GeV)−α nucleons

m2 s sr GeV
, (28.2)

where E is the energy-per-nucleon (including rest mass energy) and α (≡ γ + 1) = 2.7
is the differential spectral index of the cosmic-ray flux and γ is the integral spectral
index. About 79% of the primary nucleons are free protons and about 70% of the rest are
nucleons bound in helium nuclei. The fractions of the primary nuclei are nearly constant
over this energy range (possibly with small but interesting variations). Fractions of both
primary and secondary incident nuclei are listed in Table 28.1. Figure 28.1 shows the
major components for energies greater than 2 GeV/nucleon. A useful compendium of
experimental data for cosmic-ray nuclei and electrons is described in [1].

Figure 28.1: Fluxes of nuclei of the primary cosmic radiation in particles per
energy-per-nucleus are plotted vs energy-per-nucleus using data from Refs. [2–13].
The figure was created by P. Boyle and D. Muller.

The composition and energy spectra of nuclei are typically interpreted in the context
of propagation models, in which the sources of the primary cosmic radiation are located

August 21, 2014 13:17

The charged cosmic ray spectra 

PDG, Fig. created by  
P. Boyler and D. Muller  

Rare CRs and γ-rays 

L Baldini, 1407.7631 

Nuclei 
Talks	by	J.	McEnery,	R.	Blandford,	C.	Weniger	



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AT VOYAGER 1 STARTING ON ABOUT AUGUST 25, 2012 AT A 
DISTANCE OF 121.7 AU FROM THE SUN, A SUDDEN SUSTAINED 

DISAPPEARANCE OF ANOMALOUS COSMIC RAYS AND AN 
UNUSUALLY LARGE SUDDEN SUSTAINED INCREASE OF GALACTIC 

COSMIC RAY H AND HE NUCLEI AND ELECTRONS OCCURRED  
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The Voyager probe – sent in 1977 - is sending data from the true 
INTERSTELLAR SPACE  

Now many decades in energy are covered by direct data on galactic CRs 



Proton and Helium fluxes 

•  AMS data confirm the Pamela spectral break  at ~ 300 GeV/n in both p and 
He (also hinted by Fermi-LAT)  

•  Discrepant hardening: p and He do not share same spectral  
    index (Δγ~0.1, He harder) 

•  Many interpretations have been proposed,  
    relying on sources, propagation, local  models,  
    interactions (for a review, P. Serpico at ICRC 2015) 
       (Tomassetti & FD 2015; Merthsch & Sarkar 2009; …) 

performance is stable over time and that the flux above
45 GV shows no observable effect from solar modulation
fluctuations. Figure SM2(c) in Ref. [22] shows that the flux
obtained using the rigidity measured by only the inner
tracker is in good agreement with the flux measured using
the full lever arm. The flux ratio uses the two different event
samples corresponding to the inner tracker acceptance and
to the L1 to L9 acceptance used for the results in this Letter.
This verifies the systematic errors from the acceptance, the
unfolding procedure, and the rigidity resolution function
for two extreme and important cases. First, at the MDR of
the inner tracker, 0.55 TV, where the unfolding effects and
resolution functions of the inner tracker and the full lever
arm are very different. Second, at low rigidities (2 to
10 GV) where the unfolding effects and the tails in the
resolution functions of the inner tracker and full lever arm
are also very different due to multiple and nuclear scatter-
ing. Figure SM2(d) in Ref. [22] shows the good agreement
between the flux obtained using the rigidity measured by
tracker L1 to L8, MDR 1.4 TV, and the full lever arm, MDR
3.2 TV, again using different event samples, thus verifying
the systematic errors on the rigidity resolution function
over the extended rigidity range.
Most importantly, several independent analyses were

performed on the same data sample by different study groups.
The results of those analyses are consistent with this Letter.
Results.—The measured He flux Φ including statistical

errors and systematic errors is tabulated in Ref. [22],
Table I, as a function of the rigidity at the top of the
AMS detector. The contributions to the systematic errors
come from (i) the trigger, (ii) the geomagnetic cutoff,
the acceptance, and background contamination, (iii) the
rigidity resolution function and unfolding which take into
account the small differences between the two unfolding
procedures described above, and (iv) the absolute rigidity
scale. The contribution of individual sources to the sys-
tematic error are added in quadrature to arrive at the total
systematic uncertainty. The Monte Carlo event samples
have sufficient statistics such that they do not contribute
to the errors. Figure 1(a) shows the flux as a function of
rigidity with the total errors, the sum in quadrature of
statistical and systematic errors [25]. In this and the
subsequent figures, the points are placed along the abscissa
at ~R calculated for a flux ∝ R−2.7 [26]. Figure 1(b) shows
the AMS flux as a function of kinetic energy per nucleon
EK together with the most recent results (i.e., from experi-
ments after the year 2000).
A power law with a constant spectral index γ,

Φ ¼ CRγ; ð2Þ

where R is in GV and C is a normalization factor, does not
fit the flux reported in this work [22] and shown in Fig. 1(a)
at the 99.9% C.L. for R > 45 GV. Applying solar modu-
lation in the force field approximation [27] also does not fit
the data at the 99.9% C.L. for R > 45 GV. We therefore

fit the flux with a double power law function [8]

Φ ¼ C
!

R
45 GV

"
γ
#
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!
R
R0

"Δγ=s$s
; ð3Þ

where s quantifies the smoothness of the transition of the
spectral index from γ for rigidities below the characteristic
transition rigidity R0 to γ þ Δγ for rigidities above R0.
Fitting over the range 45 GV to 3 TV yields a χ2=d:f: ¼
25=27 with C¼ 0.0948%0.0002ðfitÞ%0.0010ðsysÞ %
0.0006ðsolÞm−2 sr−1 sec−1GV−1, γ¼−2.780%0.005ðfitÞ%
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) The AMS helium flux [22] multiplied by ~R2.7

with its total error as a function of rigidity. (b) The flux as a
function of kinetic energy per nucleon EK multiplied by E2.7

K
compared with measurements since the year 2000 [3–6]. For the
AMS results EK ≡ ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4 ~R2 þM2

p
−MÞ=4 where M is the 4He

mass as the AMS flux was treated as containing only 4He. (c) Fit
of Eq. (3) to the AMS helium flux. For illustration, the dashed
curve uses the same fit values but with R0 set to infinity.
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This verifies that the detector performance is stable over
time and that the flux above 45 GV shows no observable
effect from solar modulation fluctuations for this measure-
ment period. The variation of the proton flux due to solar
modulation will be the subject of a separate publication.
Figure 2(c) shows that the ratios of fluxes obtained using
events which pass through different sections of L1 to the
average flux are in good agreement and within the assigned
systematic errors; this verifies the errors assigned to the
tracker alignment. Lastly, as seen from Fig. 2(d), the flux
obtained using the rigidity measured by only the inner
tracker is in good agreement with the flux measured using
the full lever arm; this verifies the systematic errors
assigned from the unfolding procedures and the rigidity
resolution function for two extreme and important cases.
First, at the inner tracker MDR (∼300 GV) where the
unfolding effects and resolution functions of the inner
tracker and the full lever arm (2 TV MDR) are very
different. Second, at low rigidities (1 to 10 GV) where the
unfolding effects and the tails in the resolution functions of
the inner tracker and full lever arm are also very different
due to large multiple and nuclear scattering.
Most importantly, several independent analyses were

performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. The results of those analyses are consistent with
this Letter.
Results.—The measured proton flux Φ including stat-

istical errors and systematic errors is tabulated in Ref. [25]
as a function of the rigidity at the top of the AMS detector.
The contributions to the systematic errors come from (i) the
trigger, (ii) the acceptance, background contamination,
geomagnetic cutoff, and event selection, (iii) the rigidity
resolution function and unfolding, and (iv) the absolute
rigidity scale. The contributions of individual sources to the
systematic error are added in quadrature to arrive at the total
systematic uncertainty. The Monte Carlo event samples
have sufficient statistics such that they do not contribute
to the errors. Figure 3(a) shows the flux as a function of
rigidity with the total errors, the sum in quadrature of
statistical and systematic errors [26]. In this and the
subsequent figures, the points are placed along the abscissa
at ~R calculated for a flux ∝ R−2.7 [27]. Figure 3(b) shows
the AMS flux as a function of kinetic energy EK together
with the most recent results (i.e., from experiments after the
year 2000).
A power law with a constant spectral index γ

Φ ¼ CRγ ð2Þ

where R is in GV and C is a normalization factor, does not
fit the flux reported in this work [25] and shown in Fig. 3(a)
at the 99.9% C.L. for R > 45 GV. Applying solar modu-
lation in the force field approximation [28] also does not fit
the data at the 99.9% C.L. for R > 45 GV. We therefore fit
the flux with a modified spectral index [29]

Φ ¼ C
!

R
45 GV

"
γ
#
1þ

!
R
R0

"Δγ=s$s
; ð3Þ

where s quantifies the smoothness of the transition of the
spectral index from γ for rigidities below the characteristic
transition rigidity R0 to γ þ Δγ for rigidities above R0.
Fitting over the range 45 GV to 1.8 TV yields a χ2=d:f: ¼
25=26 with C ¼ 0.4544% 0.0004ðfitÞþ0.0037

−0.0047ðsysÞþ0.0027
−0.0025

ðsolÞ m−2sr−1sec−1GV−1, γ ¼ −2.849 % 0.002ðfitÞþ0.004
−0.003

ðsysÞþ0.004
−0.003ðsolÞ, Δγ ¼ 0.133þ0.032

−0.021ðfitÞþ0.046
−0.030ðsysÞ %

0.005ðsolÞ, s ¼ 0.024þ0.020
−0.013ðfitÞþ0.027

−0.016ðsysÞ
þ0.006
−0.004ðsolÞ, and

R0 ¼ 336þ68
−44ðfitÞþ66

−28ðsysÞ % 1ðsolÞ GV. The first error
quoted (fit) takes into account the statistical and uncorre-
lated systematic errors from the flux reported in this work
[25]. The second (sys) is the error from the remaining
systematic errors, namely, from the rigidity resolution
function and unfolding, and from the absolute rigidity
scale, with their bin-to-bin correlations accounted for using
the migration matrix Mij. The third (sol) is the uncertainty
due to the variation of the solar potential ϕ ¼ 0.50 to
0.62 GV [30]. The fit confirms that above 45 GV the flux is
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FIG. 3 (color). (a) The AMS proton flux multiplied by ~R2.7 and
the total error as a function of rigidity. (b) The flux as a function
of kinetic energy EK as multiplied by E2.7

K compared with recent

measurements [3–6]. For the AMS results EK ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~R2þM2

p

q
−Mp

where Mp is the proton mass.
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Primaries    = present in sources: 
                 Nuclei: H, He, CNO, Fe; e-, (e+)  in  SNR (& pulsars) 
                 e+, p+, d+ from Dark Matter annihilation 
Secondaries = NOT present in sources, thus produced by  

            spallation of primary CRs (p, He, C, O, Fe) on ISM 
            Nuclei:  LiBeB, sub-Fe, … ;  

                 e+, p+, d+; … from inelastic scatterings 

Isotopes are very informative of their origin and on the transport in the Galaxy 
FUTURE: We would largely benefit by measurements in wide energy ranges, for     

  many isotopes, included the radioactive ones 



Data from light isotopes  
Pamela Coll. ApJ 818, 2016  20
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Pamela data show clear trends with energy  



Constraining galactic cosmic rays 
with light isotopes 

Coste, Derome, Maurin, Putze A&A 2012  

Pre-Pamela theoretical analysis:  
some of these models are already excluded by Pamela light isotopes data 

FUTURE: Data on significantly wider energies would be useful  
for studies of propagation in the Galaxy, and also for heavier isotopes 

B. Coste et al.: Constraining Galactic cosmic-ray parameters with Z ≤ 2 nuclei
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Fig. 4. Left panels: demodulated interstellar 2H (top) and 3He (bottom) envelopes at 95% CIs times E3.1
k/n. Right panels:

top-of-atmosphere secondary-to-primary ratio 2H/4He (top) and 3He/4He (bottom) ratios. The full envelopes correspond
to the ‘best’ simultaneous analysis (secondary-to-primary ratio + primary flux) for model II (blue) and III (red). The
hatched envelopes correspond to the 3He/4He analysis (prior on source parameters). See Table A.1 for references and
the corresponding demodulation (for IS) and modulation (TOA) level φ.

for Model III, hence slightly favouring the latter (δ ∼ 0.7).
The comparison of the χ2

best/d.o.f. values also tends to
favour model III. Hence, although the value δ ∼ 0.7 seems
favoured, we cannot exclude yet pure reacceleration model
(Vc = 0) with δ ∼ 0.3. Moreover, as shown in Maurin et al.
(2010), many ingredients of the propagation models can
lead to a systematic scatter of the transport parameters
larger than the width of their CIs. Data at higher energy
for any secondary-to-primary ratio are mandatory to con-
clude on this issue.

4.3.3. Source spectrum

The present analysis is more general than that used in
Putze et al. (2011), where the transport parameters were
fixed. Although it is not the main focus of this paper, we
remark that the values of the source slope α from the B/C
+ C analysis are consistent with those found in Putze et al.
(2011), strengthening the case of a universal source slope
α at the ∼ 5% level. For the quartet values, αHe is broadly
consistent with Putze et al.’s analysis (based on AMS-01,
BESS98 and BESS-TeV data for He). However, the results
for the source parameters depend on the choice of data sets
and energy-range considered. This indicates that for ! 1%
accuracy data, either the model for the source is inappro-
priate, or the solar modulation model is faulty, or some
systematics exist in the measurements. The AMS-02 data
will help to clarify this question.

5. Conclusion

We have revisited the constraints set on the transport (and
also the source) parameters by the quartet data, i.e. 1H, 2H,
3He, and 4He fluxes, but also the secondary-to-primary ra-
tios 2H/4He and 3He/4He. This extends and complements
a series of studies (Putze et al. 2009, 2010, 2011) carried
out with the USINE propagation code and an MCMC al-
gorithm. The three main ingredients on which the analysis
rests are:

– A minute compilation of the existing quartet data and
survey of the literature, showing that the most re-
cent/precise data (AMS-01, BESS93→98, CAPRICE98,
IMAX92, and SMILI-II) have not been considered be-
fore this analysis.

– We have done a systematic survey of the literature for
the cross-sections involved in the production/survival
of the quartet nuclei. This has lead us to propose new
empirical production cross-sections of 2H, 3H, and 3He,
valid above a few tens of MeV/n, for any projectile on
p and He (we also updated inelastic cross-sections).

– We have made an extensive use of artificial data sets
to assess the reliability of the derived CIs of the GCR
transport and source parameters for various combina-
tions of data/parameters analyses.

In broad agreement with previous studies, (e.g.
Ramaty & Lingenfelter 1969; Beatty 1986), we find that
the fragmentation of CNO contributes significantly to the

10

Different models  
derived from B/C 
 
Higher δ for red  



Boron-to-Carbon: a standard candle? 
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•  Measurement'of'B/C'from'AMS'presented'at'ICRC15:'

•  Li, Be, B are produced by fragmentation of heavier nuclei 
•  C is primary 
•  B/C is very sensitive to propagation effects  
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ü  B/C does not show features at high energies 
ü  Li goes flat at high en., unexpected 
At first order, we understand B/C within Fermi acceleration and isotropic 

diffusion. This may be no longer sufficient when dealing with  
data at higher energies, gamma-ray data, other species 
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Antiprotons on wide energy range 

Figure 2: The combined total uncertainty on the predicted secondary p̄/p ratio, superim-

posed to the new Ams-02 data.

that an additional source of uncertainty that we do not include consists in the uncertainties
a↵ecting the energy loss processes. These are however expected to be relevant only at small
energies and in any case to have a small impact.

Finally, antiprotons have to penetrate into the heliosphere, where they are subject to the
phenomenon of solar modulation (abbreviated with ‘SMod’ when needed in the following). We
describe this process in the usual force field approximation [44], parameterized by the Fisk
potential �F , expressed in GV. As already mentioned in the Introduction, the value taken
by �F is uncertain, as it depends on several complex parameters of the solar activity and
therefore ultimately on the epoch of observation. In order to be conservative, we let �F vary
in a wide interval roughly centered around the value of the fixed Fisk potential for protons �p

F

(analogously to what done in [22], approach ‘B’). Namely, �F = [0.3, 1.0] GV ' �p
F ± 50%. In

fig. 1, bottom right panel, we show the computation of the ratio with the uncertainties related
to the value of the Fisk potential in the considered intervals. Notice finally that the force field
approximation, even if ‘improved’ by our allowing for di↵erent Fisk potentials for protons and
antiprotons, remains indeed an e↵ective description of a complicated phenomenon. Possible
departures from it could introduce further uncertainties on the predicted p̄/p, which we are not
including. However it has been shown in the past that the approximation grasps quite well the
main features of the process, so that we are confident that our procedure is conservative enough.

Fig. 2 constitutes our summary and best determination of the astrophysical p̄/p ratio and
its combined uncertainties, compared to the new (preliminary) Ams-02 data. The crucial
observation is that the astrophysical flux, with its cumulated uncertainties, can reasonably well
explain the new datapoints. Thus, our first —and arguably most important— conclusion is

6

eration strength mediated via the Alfvénic speed Va.
Strong degeneracies are observed among the allowed pa-
rameter sets [17], but it has a limited impact on the sec-
ondary !p flux [6]. At variance, the corresponding DM-
induced !p flux suffers large propagation uncertainties
[18]; this is also the case for the secondary and primary
positron fluxes [4,19]. Throughout the Letter, the fluxes
will be shown for the B=C best fit propagation parameters,
i.e., L ¼ 4 kpc, K0 ¼ 0:0112 kpc2 Myr"1, ! ¼ 0:7, Vc ¼
12 km s"1, and Va ¼ 52:9 km s"1 [17].

The secondary IS !p flux is displayed in the top panel of
Fig. 1 along with the data demodulated according to the
force-field prescription. We either use the DTUNUC [6] !p
production cross sections (solid line) or those discussed in
[2,7] (dashed line). The differences between the two curves
illustrate the uncertainty related to the production cross
sections, as emphasized in [6], where a careful and con-
servative analysis within the DTUNUC simulation settled a
nuclear uncertainty of #25% over the energy range 0.1–
100 GeV. The conclusion is similar here, although the two
sets of cross sections differ mostly at low energy. In the
bottom panel, along with the demodulated !p=p data, we

show the curves bounding the propagation uncertainty on
the !p calculation based either on the DTUNUC [6] !p
production cross sections (solid lines) or those borrowed
from [2] (dashed lines). The uncertainty arising from
propagation is comparable to the nuclear one [6]. From a
bare eye inspection, it is evident that the secondary con-
tribution alone explains PAMELA data on the whole ener-
getic range. It is not necessary to invoke an additional
component to the standard astrophysical one.
Motivated by the accuracy of our predictions and their

well-understood theoretical uncertainties, as well as by the
good statistical significance of PAMELA data, we derive
limits on a possible exotic component. We focus on the
high energy part of the !p=p ratio, where solar modulation
does not play any role [20]. We assume an additional com-
ponent of antiprotons produced by annihilation of WIMPs
filling the dark halo of the Milky Way. Their distribution is
taken as a cored-isothermal sphere with local density "$ ¼
0:3 GeV cm"3. The velocity-averaged annihilation cross
section is taken as h#annvi ¼ 3% 10"26 cm3 s"1, with an
annihilation channel into b" !b. According to [18], the
propagated primary !p flux is only very mildly dependent
on the annihilation channel and the DM distribution func-
tion. Therefore, our assumptions can be considered valid
for a generic WIMP dark matter candidate except for a
rough rescaling factor. Propagation is treated in the same
way as for the secondary component [16,18]. As a refer-
ence case, we employ the best fit transport parameters
listed above and recall that the uncertainty on the primary
!p flux due to propagation spans roughly 1 order of magni-
tude above and one below the best fit scenario.
We add the calculated primary !p flux for different

WIMP masses to the secondary component and compare
the total flux to PAMELA high energy data, namely T !p >
10 GeV. To be conservative, the background calculated
from Bringmann and Salati’s !p production cross sections
is considered (dashed curves in Fig. 1). We derive the
factor by which the DM flux could be enhanced without
exceeding experimental data (2# error bars) in any energy
bin. The maximum allowed enhancement factor is plotted
in Fig. 2 as a function of the WIMP mass: it cannot exceed
6–20–40 for mWIMP ¼ 100–500–1000 GeV, respectively.
These limits can be reinforced as well as relaxed by quite
simple modifications of the key ingredients in the flux
calculation, just as described above. The boost factor
may be ascribed, in principle, to clumpiness in the DM
distribution [21]—this contribution being energy-
dependent—as well as to an increase of the annihilation
cross section as proposed by [22] and more recently by [23]
using the Sommerfeld effect.
Our conclusions have important consequences on the

explanations of the positron data based on the annihilation
of DM species within the Milky Way halo. The positron
fraction suffers from large uncertainties related for in-
stance to the poorly determined electron spectral index
above 10 GeV [4]. Although soft electrons are associated
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FIG. 1 (color online). Top panel: IS antiproton flux for the
B=C best fit model and two parametrizations of the production
cross section. Bottom panel: propagation uncertainty envelopes
of the IS !p=p ratio for the same production cross sections as in
the top panel. All data are demodulated using the force-field
approximation: AMS 98 [29], IMAX 92 [30], CAPRICE 94 [31],
WIZARD-MASS 91 [32], CAPRICE 98 [33], BESS93 [34],
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[3].

PRL 102, 071301 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

20 FEBRUARY 2009

071301-2

Giesen+ JCAP 2015 

Still, data do not force to exotic interpretations.  
Most relevant theoretical uncertainty is due to  

nuclear CROSS SECTIONS 

Donato+ PRL 2009  

JCAP10(2015)034

Figure 4. Antiproton fraction predicted from pure secondary production compared to the AMS-02
data. The inner band encompasses propagation uncertainties (see text), the full band also includes
uncertainties in the p̄ production cross sections. The antiproton fraction for the propagation configu-
ration (within our sample) which yields the best fit to B/C (table 3) and for the configuration which
yields the best fit to the p̄/p data are indicated by the dotted and the dashed line, respectively.

The range of � found in our analysis includes the theoretically favored values � = 0.33
and � = 0.5. We will show in the next section that the lower � does also have important
implications for the antiproton fraction.

4 Antiproton fraction

Secondary antiprotons originate from the scattering of protons and helium on the interstellar
matter. The primary fluxes are given in (2.4) and the fit parameters in table 1. Contributions
from heavier nuclei are negligible.

We make use of the new calculation of antiproton production cross sections performed
in [15] (for other recent approaches see [50, 51]). Compared to previous parameteriza-
tions [52, 53] it contains a detailed treatment of antiproton production via hyperon decay
as well as possible isospin e↵ects in antineutron production. Further the description of pro-
cesses involving helium has been improved. We follow [54] and include tertiary antiproton
production by inelastic scattering of secondary antiprotons on the interstellar matter with
annihilation and inelastic cross sections taken from [55, 56].

For the sample of 500 configurations consistent with B/C (see previous section) we
determine the interstellar p̄ flux. We take the envelope of all resulting fluxes to model the
propagation uncertainties. The corresponding p̄/p ratio after accounting for solar modulation
(� = 0.57 GV) is shown with the AMS-02 data in figure 4. The broader band in the same
figure is obtained by including the uncertainties in the antiproton production cross sections
from [15]. The p̄/p ratio for the configuration of table 3 is also shown.

– 8 –

Kappl+JCAP 2015 
And Evoli+2015, Tomassetti 2015  
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Di Mauro, FD, Fornengo, Vittino JCAP 2014, 2016 

Leptons 

EXP: Pamela, AMS, Fermi. In fair agreement  
TH: Secondaries + supernovae + pulsars  

Small features can bring strong information 
Still no definite pattern (data and models) 
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Figure 3. Astrophysical fit (astro model) to AMS-02 observables [53, 54, 57]. We display also Fermi-
LAT [58, 59], PAMELA [60–62], and HESS data [29, 63]. The styles and colors used to represent the
various contributions are described in the insets.

The contributions to the e

± fluxes coming from all these sources are propagated in the
ISM and modulated in the heliosphere according to the prescriptions discussed in Section
3. While the reference model for the Galactic propagation is described by the Med set of
parameters, the Fisk potential � of the solar modulation is a free parameter.

To summarize, the astro model is characterized by six free parameters: Q0,SNRs, �SNRs,
NVela, ⌘PWNe, �PWNe and �. Their best-fit values, together with their uncertainties, are
reported in Table 1, while the triangular plot in Fig. 2 illustrates their posterior probability
distributions, as they are sampled by the MCMC scan. Fig. 2 shows that the convergence
of the sampling is good and the parameters are all well determined. From Table 1 we see
that the average pulsars e�ciency ⌘PWNe for the ATNF catalog sources is determined to
be around 3.7%, a result well consistent with our previous findings [24], and that the Vela
normalization preferred by the fit is close to the nominal value of our modeling (NVela ⇠ 1).
The overall fit reproduces quite well the AMS-02 data, and has a reduced chi-square of 1.03,
which translates into a p-value of 0.37, corresponding to a significance of the fit that is ⇡ 1�.

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the best-fit predictions of the astro model and
AMS-02 data. As anticipated, the fluxes at lower energies are dominated by far SNRs in the
case of electrons and by secondaries in the case of positrons, while local sources determine
the fluxes in the high-energy window. This model predicts a relatively-flat, slightly-declining
positron fraction for energies beyond the current AMS-02 measurements, up to at least the
TeV range.

– 8 –
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The sources of CRs cannot  
be tested by CRs  

Talks by Caprioli; Gabici 

        SPECIES                   SOURCES                                TEST 
 
Primary nuclei, e-         Supernova remnants               EM: radio, X-rays, gamma-rays 
                                                                                          + simulations 
 
Primary e- & e+            Pulsar Wind Nebulae               EM (more difficult) 
                                                                                          + simulations 
 
 
Secondary nuclei            CRs on the ISM                           Colliders  
        & leptons 

    Antimatter,                  Dark Matter                              Colliders (probably) 
     Gamma rays                                                                       (talk by M. Mangano) 



The role of high energy particle physics  
in CR physics 

– 18 –

2. Integration (limh→0

! +h
−h . . . dz) of equation (A6) through the thin disc6, which gives

2N ′j
i (z)|z=0 − 2N j

i (0)Vc
K − 2hN j

i (0) Γ̃j

K + Q̄j = 0 (A7)

3. Put the halo solution in equation (A7) to ensure continuity beetwen the two zones.

We finally obtain the solutions for stable progenitors in relativistic regime:

N j(r, z) = exp

"

Vcz

2K

# ∞
$

i=0

Q̄j

Aj
i

sinh

%

Sj
i (L−z)
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sinh

%
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i L
2

& J0(ζi
r

R
) (A8)

Q̄j ≡ qj
0Q(E)q̂i +

'mk>mj

k Γ̃kjNk
i (0) (A9)

Sj
i ≡ ( V 2

c

K2 + 4
ζ2
i

R2 + 4
ΓNj

rad
K )1/2 Aj

i ≡ 2hΓ̃tot
Nj + Vc + KSj

i coth(
Sj

i L
2 ) (A10)

For a primary Q̄j = qj
0Q(E)q̂i, and for a pure secondary Q̄j =

'mk>mj

k Γ̃kjNk
i (0). Note that

solutions given in Webber et al. (1992) for secondary takes advantage of the primary form of

Nk
i (0). Since we are here interested in a shower–like (see § 3.2.2) resolution, the form given here

is more adapted.

β decay contribution from Nk For all the nuclei treated here, N j never has more than one

unstable contribution, so that the sum over k for Nk
rad reduces to one term in equation (A1).

Resolution is complicated by the localisation of this source in the whole halo. Focalising on

this specific term, neglecting for a while primary source and classical spallative secondary con-

tribution 2hδ(z)
'

k Γ̃kjNk(r, 0), one obtains (following the same procedure as described in the

previous section7)

N j
Γk

rad

(r, z) =
∞
$

i=0

J0(ζi
r

R
)×

Γkj
rad

Kj(a2
i − a2)

Nk
i (0)

sinh
(

Sk
i L
2

) (A11)

6In terms of distribution (quoted in braces), defining σ0 and σ1 as the discontinuities of 0th et 1st order,

remember that
∂2

∂z2 {F(z)} =
*

∂2
F(z)

∂z2

+

+ σ1δ(z) + σ0
∂δ(z)

∂z

Imposing the continuity of the vertical cosmic ray current across the plane z = 0, we thus have

σ1 ≡ limϵ→0

,

dNj
i (z)/dz

-+ϵ

−ϵ
= −2Nj

i (0)Vc

K
and σ0 = 0.

7The contribution of these radioactive nuclei may be unimportant in some cases, but we should take it into

account as it is the dominant process for some others. In the simple example of 10Be→10B, neglecting this channel

would give an error of about 10% on the B flux, whereas considering that this term is only located in the disc

would give an error of about 3% compared to the rigourous treatment given above. Notice finally that at fixed

energy per nucleon, the rigidity depends on the nuclear species at stake. The diffusion coefficient Kj of the child

nucleus j is therefore different from its progenitor’s one Kk. The difference Kj − Kk tends to vanish for the

heaviest nuclei.

Γkj = nISM σkj v  
 Production cross section 

        Γkj = nISM σtot v  
 Destruction cross section 



Production cross sections in the  
galactic cosmic ray modeling  

  
H, He, C, O, Fe,…  are present in the supernova remnant surroundings,  

and directly accelerated into the the interstellar medium (ISM) 
 
 

All the other nuclei (Li, Be, B, p-, and e+, gamma, …) are produced by 
spallation of heavier nuclei H and He of the ISM 

 
We need all the cross sections σkj - from Nichel down to proton -   

for the production of the j-particle from the heavier k-nucleus scattering 
off the H and He of the ISM 

 
Remarkable for DARK MATTER signals : 

antiproton, antideuteron, positron and gamma rays.  



Secondary antiprotons in CRs 
Produced by spallation reactions on the interstellar medium (ISM) 

           
                           
                pCR   + HISM 
 

      pCR   + HeISM 
 

      HeCR + HISM 
 

     HeCR + HeISM 
           
 
 

The only measured cross section is p-p à       + X  
 

ALL CROSS SECTIONS INVOLVING HELIUM 
HAVE NEVER BEEN MEASURED AND ARE 

DERIVED FROM DATA on HEAVIER NUCLEI 

+	X	

FD,	Maurin,	SalaN,	Taillet,	Barrau,	Boudoul	2001	



High energy experiments contribution to the 
CR and dark matter physics 

 
         The antiproton production case is the most challenging.  
             
                                       
 
 
 
  

NEEDED: 
1.  Data for p-He à antiproton + X  

2.  Better determination of p-p à antiproton + X 

ü   Data points falling in ~ 0.1 - 400  GeV antiproton energy  
                àproton beam ~ 10 times more energetic  
ü   Errors < 10% 
ü   Determination of the role of neutrons at % level  
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1 Introduction

Cosmic-ray (CR) protons interact with the interstellar material (ISM) and produce secondary
antiprotons. The source term which correspond to this process is given by the convolution
between the antiproton production cross section and the insterstellar proton energy spectrum
[1]:

q
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=

Z
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p̄
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where n
ISM

is the ISM density in the disk, �
p

is the CR proton flux, E
p

is the CR proton
energy and E

p̄

is the antiproton energy. The collision takes place between an incoming high
energy CR proton with the atom of an hydrogen or helium at rest. The threshold E

threshold

is 7 m
p

.
The differential cross section d�

p ISM!p̄

/dE
p̄

is the sum over the angle ✓ between the incoming
proton and the produced antiproton momentum.
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where P
p̄

=

q
E2

p̄

�m2

p

. The integral in Eq. 1.2 is computed in the galactic frame at fixed
antiproton energy E

p̄

. The process is displayed in Fig. 1 in laboratory (LAB) and center of
mass frame (CMF). Now we focus our attention to the case if ISM made of hydrogen atoms.
For a CR proton interacting with hydrogen in the ISM the process takes place in the LAB
frame and the center of mass energy is represented by the proton energy:

p
s =

q
2m

p

(E
p

+m
p

). (1.3)

The maximal antiproton energy in the CMF is:

E?

p̄max

=

s� 8m2

p

2

p
s

. (1.4)

The Lorentz invariant antiproton production cross section E
p̄

d3�/dP 3

p̄

has been parametrized
by [2, 3] as a function of the transverse and longitudinal antiproton CMF momenta. They
have derived this result considering cross section data from experiment with a beam of proton
against targets of p, d, Be, Al, C, Cu, and Pb. These processes are in the same LAB frame
as the CR protons making spallation with ISM.

New data could be used for the parametrization of the antiproton production cross
section as for example the ones of the Phoenix, Alice, CMS and Brahams Collaborations.
However these experiments are made with two colliding proton beam. The frame is so the

– 1 –



LHCb  
has acquired large samples of collisions of 6.5 TeV 

protons on He at rest  
using the SMOG internal gas target,  

and plans to take more data this year with  
4 TeV proton beam energy. 

The analysis is in progress and is expected to 
provide a measurement  of the antiproton production 

with good acceptance  
up to about 100 GeV 

Interest expressed by the COMPASS Collaboration 
for its science program beyond 2020 



A workshop dedicated  
To the issue of cross sections in  
Cosmic rays physics is organized  

At CERN: 
 
 

XSCRC:  
Cross sections for Cosmic Rays @ CERN 

 
March 29-31, 2017 

 
Web site opened soon  





COSMIC ANTIDEUTERONS  
FD, Fornengo, Salati 2000;lFD, Fornengo, Maurin PRD 2008; 2008; Kadastik, Raidal, Strumia PLB 2010;  Ibarra, Wild JCAP 2013;  

Fornengo, Maccione, Vittino JCAP 2013;  Aramaki et al, Phys. Rep. 20152000) ADD 

In order for fusion to take place, the two antinucleons  
must have low kinetic energy 

FD, Fornengo, Salati 2000 

The GAPS experiment has been then proposed to fly on a balloon in Antarctica  

11

FIG. 9: Ratio of the primary to total (signal+background)
TOA antideuteron flux. Solid (black) curve refers to a WIMP
mass of mχ=50 GeV and for the MED propagation parame-
ters. Dotted (black) lines show the MAX (upper) and MIN
(lower) cases. Dashed lines refer to the MED propagation
parameters and different masses, which are (from top to bot-
tom): mχ=10, 100, 500 GeV (red, blue, magenta respec-
tively).

tiny level of the expected flux (about four orders of mag-
nitude less abundant than antiprotons), which neverthe-
less is foreseen to become experimentally accessible in the
near future [3, 4, 74, 75].

Figure 8 displays the TOA d flux for the median propa-
gation parameters and at solar minimum. Together with
the secondary flux, we plot the primary one for three dif-
ferent WIMP masses: 50, 100, 500 GeV and for the same
reference value of the annihilation cross section. As dis-
cussed above, lighter WIMPs would provide a striking
signal, and sensitivity is present for masses up to few
hundreds of GeVs.

The discrimination power between primary and sec-
ondary d flux may also be deduced from Fig. 9. The
ratio of the primary to total TOA d flux is plotted as a
function of the kinetic energy per nucleon, for the three
representative propagation models and different WIMP
masses (the annihilation cross section is again fixed at
the reference value). This ratio keeps higher than 0.7 for
Td̄ < 1 GeV/n except for mχ =500 GeV. For propaga-
tion models with L >∼ 4 kpc – which is a very reasonable
expectation – this ratio is at least 0.9 for masses below
100 GeV. Increasing the WIMP mass, we must descend
to lower energies in order to maximize the primary–to–
secondary ratio. However, for a mχ =500 GeV WIMP
we still have a 50-60% of DM contribution in the 0.1-0.5

FIG. 10: TOA primary (red solid lines) and secondary (black
dashed line) antideuteron fluxes, modulated at solar mini-
mum. The signal is derived for a mχ=50 GeV WIMP and
for the three propagation models of Table I. The secondary
flux is shown for the median propagation model. The upper
dashed horizontal line shows the current BESS upper limit
on the search for cosmic antideuterons. The three horizon-
tal solid (blue) lines are the estimated sensitivities for (from
top to bottom): AMS–02 [74], GAPS on a long (LDB) and
ultra–long (ULDB) duration balloon flights [3, 4, 75].

GeV/n range. Of course, the evaluation of the theoreti-
cal uncertainties presented in this Paper must be kept in
mind while confronting to real data. Fig. 9 clearly states
that the antideuteron indirect DM detection technique is
probably the most powerful one for low and intermediate
WIMP–mass haloes.

We finally discuss in Fig. 10 a possible experimental
short term scenario. The secondary d flux for the me-
dian configuration of Table I is plotted alongside the pri-
mary flux from mχ =50 GeV, calculated for the max-
imal, median and minimal propagation scenarios. The
present BESS upper limit on the (negative) antideuteron
search [6] is at a level of 2·10−4 (m2 s sr GeV/n)−1. We
also plot the estimated sensitivities of the gaseous an-
tiparticle spectrometer GAPS on a long duration balloon
flight (LDB) and an ultra–long duration balloon mission
(ULDB) [3, 4, 75], and of AMS–02 for three years of
data taking [74]. The perspectives to explore a part of
the region where DM annihilation are mostly expected
(i.e. the low–energy tail) are very promising. If one of
these experiments will measure at least 1 antideuteron,
it will be a clear signal of an exotic contribution to the
cosmic antideuterons. Note that for AMS, a sensitivity
at the level of the one at low energy should be obtained

Different DM masses and  
Propagation models 

FD, Fornengo, Maurin 2008 



Antideuterons: Dark matter detection 
perspectives  

Fornengo, Maccione, Vittino 1306.4171 

Fornengo, Maccione, Vittino 1306.4171 

Prospects for 3σ detection of antideuteron 
with GAPS (dotted lines are Pamela bounds  
from antiprotons) 

3σ expected sensitivities 



GAPS has been favorably  
reviewed by NASA!! 

 
NASA intends to fund it, contingent on approval on 

NASA budget (See talk by P. von Doetinchem) 
 

It will likely fly on a balloon at the South Pole  
in 4-5 years 

 P. von Doetinchem             GAPS             Sep 16 – p.4p.

The GAPS experiment Columbia U, UC Berkeley

UCLA, U Hawaii, 

MIT, INFN

TOF with PMT

or SiPM readout

3m

3.6m

weight: 1700kg

power: 1.4kW (Si(Li) 600W, TOF 400W)

~1400 Si(Li)

wafers

1350 Si(Li) wafers

• the General AntiParticle Spectrometer is specifically designed for low-energy antideuterons and antiprotons

• planned for Long Duration Balloon flights from Antarctica

• identification by stopping and creation of exotic atoms tested in KEK testbeam measurements: Astropart. 

Phys. 49, 52 (2013)

• GAPS has been favorably reviewed by NASA this year. NASA intends to fund it contingent on 

approval of the NASA budget → first flight 2020



Systematics in the Gal. Center excess and in most of  
Fermi-LAT data are heavily due the  

GALACTIC DIFFUSE EMISSION MODELING 
 

It accounts for: 
•   the π0 decay (Models for protons and helium at the GC, gas 

distribution, cross section for p and He off the gas) 
•  Inverse Compton (Models for electrons at the GC, Interstellar 

Radiation Field – CMB, IR, optic) 
•  Bremsstrahalung (Models for electrons at the GC, gas distribution)  

q All points need a detailed model for propagation, and input 
fluxes in the whole Galaxy 

This case  should be a priority in the next years.  
Multi-wavelength, multi-messenger, multi-technique approach 

Talks	by	L.	Tibaldo,	C.	Evoli		



Understanding  
cosmic p, He, B/C, etc. with great accuracy from  

below GeV up to at least 102 TeV 
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AGILE

AMS01

AMS02 AMS02 (CAL only)

ATIC

BESS

BESS-Polar

BETS

Buffington 1972-73

CALET (planned 2013)

CAPRICE94

COS-B

DAMPE (planned 2015)

Daugherty 1972

EGRET

Nishimura 1968-79

Fanselow 1965-66

Fermi LAT

Gamma 400 (planned 2018)

Golden 1976 Hartman 1977
HEAT

HERD (planned 2020)

H.E.S.S.

MASS

Meegan 1969-73

Muller 1984

PAMELA

PPB-BETS

Silverberg 1969-72

Tang 1980TS93

Calorimetric
Space-based
Balloon

Spectrometers Space-based
Balloon

Courtesy of L. Baldini (1201.0988) 

We should probably think about bringing a  
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET into space and having an 

extremely powerful tool (apt rockets are needed …) 



Conclusions 

•  Data on CRs are understood at first order. Many features in the most 
recent data – Pamela made an amazing breakthrough, AMS has 
unprecedented precision – need further, understanding and open new 
mysteries 

•  Dark matter is a big mystery: its indirect detection, if any, will be likely 
associate to a tiny effect à very precise data 

•  Great progress is needed with phenomenological models of transport in 
the Galaxy 

•  HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS: we need many (MANY!) data on cross 
sections.  

     First data for antiproton production in pHe expected by LHCb 
              CERN may have a primary role  

 



In addition to big projects,  
also small, dedicated space experiments (having  

solid, although circumscribed physics cases)   
are worth to be supported by the community   

The physics of galactic  
(electromagnetic and charged) cosmic rays and the indirect 

dark matter searches needs to be (is already!)  
Multi-channel, multi-wavelength, multi-technique.  

 
Progress will be granted in many areas. 

Do not forget:  
The beam of cosmic rays never turns off!!! 

 


